
Technical description
Twinflow hands-In hand dryer automatic for wall mounting.With heating
element (only 400 W) with on/off switch.Standard is the OFF function
switched on.With anti-bacterial Biocote® protection.Minimum energy
consumption and adjustable motor speed(420-1100 W) Therefore the
energy use, noise level and drying time are adjustable.62-72 dB.With
HEPA filter and removable water tank 480 ml.Max. air velocity: 234-410
km/h.Drying time: 8-15 seconds.100% recyclable.With automatic
disconnection after 30 seconds continue use.

Specificaties

Article number 12480

Material ABS plastic (Black)

H x W x D 665 mm x 320 mm x 228 mm

Weight 8,3 kg

Guarantee 2 years from the date of purchase

Application Wall mounting

Characteristics Automatic, hands-in, with heating element with
on/off switch (400W), 234-410 km/h, 8-15 seconds
drying time, 62-72 dB

Wattage 420-1100 Watt
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E : info@all-care.eu

Hand dryer hands-in automatic black, PQ14AZ
After a relaxed visit to the toilet the last thing you need is a loud hand dryer. The PlastiQline designers have taken this into account. This
special sound-reduced PlastiQline hand dryer will ensure a quiet ending to each toilet visit.  Much thought went into the design of this
sleek hand dryer as its black housing is both striking and subtle. Add to that the subtle sound strength and unknowingly fast drying time
and you've arrived at the ideal component for your sanitary area. It is easy in use; as soon as you place your hands in the designated area
the hand dryer will be activated. Furthermore, the dryer is provided with an antibacterial Biocote® protection which ensures a hygienic
use. If you don't want a noisy hand dryer either, then request a quote for the automatic black PlastiQ Line Hands-in Hand Dryer.

All Care, manufacturer of dispenserlines
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